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Abstract
We present the results of an analysis of the Michoacan and Landers earthquakes to constrain the kinematic de-
scription of the rupture process. The example of the Michoacan earthquake shows that a crack type model is
better than a dislocation model to describe the displacement in the vicinity of the fault. We also show that this
point is not in contradiction with the fact that the faulting appears to be a complex process. We attribute this
complexity to instabilities in crack growth. The June 28, Landers earthquake offers an exceptional opportunity
to apply a new inversion technique to a major strike slip event. We model the rupture evolution including local
differences in slip durations and variations in rupture velocity. The slip distribution shows that this event con-
sists of a series of regions of high slip (sub-events) separated by regions of relative low slip. Our inversion fa-
vors the hypothesis that the duration of the slip at each point is of the order of the duration of the rupture of
each sub-event and is consistent with a crack type process occurring during each sub-event. For such a large
earthquake, the slip duration is however smaller than the total rupture duration.

Key words strong motion - earthquake source - the total duration of the rupture process. Origi-
rise-time - inversion - Landers - Michoacan nally proposed for kinematic models (e.g. Aki,

1968), this type of process has recent1y been
invoked to de scribe actual earthquakes. Brune

1. Introduction (1970), Heaton (1990) and Brune et al. (1990)
suggested physica1 exp1anations for such a be-

We compute synthetic seismograms to study havior. For example, Brune's «normal motion
the rupture process during large earthqQakes. hypothesis» should exp1ain why there is no
The uncertainties conceming the state of stress large scale interaction of the different parts of
in the Earth and the friction on the fau1ts are so the fault during the dynamic process;
important that we CaRnot use a universal source - the crack type process that corresponds
model that could be applied to particular cases. basically to the development of an idealized
So, our purpose is modest and consists in test- crack in an elastic medium assuming Cou-
ing the fundamental hypothesis on the rupture lomb's friction law. ln this case, the slip at
process. A key observation should be the time each point depends on the slip on the entire
history of slip at a given point on the fault. ln fault and consequently the duration of the
this respect, two scenarios are proposed: slip is of the order of the duration of the rup-

ture process on the fault (Kostrov, 1964;
- the dislocation type process in which the Madariaga, 1976; Das and Aki, 1977). The end

displacement on the fault is basically indepen- of the slip occurs at arrivai at the point of the
dent of the position and for which the duration healing front that propagates from the periph-
of the slip at a point is small with respect to ery at the shear wave velocity. A refinement of
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this model consists in taking into account the emitted a few seconds after the start of the rup-
heterogeneity of the properties of the fault ture. To identify the origin of these waves is a
(Das and Kostrov, 1988) and a friction law key problem for the assessment of seismic risk
deduced from laboratory experiments in place in Mexico City. At the same time we have here
of Coulomb's friction law (e.g. recently a clear example of rupture complexity during a
Madariaga and Cochard, 1992). We do not large earthquake with a similar signature on
separate these two types of scenarios into kine- different types of data.
matic or dynamic models since short rise time We have an exceptional opportunity to
should be the consequence of a slip-rate depen- study the slip history with the displacement
dent friction as suggested by Heaton (1990). records at the accelerometric station Caleta de

Campos (Anderson et al., 1986). This station is
To find to which category the actual earth- close to the epicenter and shows the effect of

quake processes belong is important because it the propagation of the rupture front beneath the
bas implications on the determination of fric- station. As the subduction is gently dipping at
tion laws and on the origin of the complexity an angle of about 15 degrees, the vertical com-
of the sei smic signaIs. panent of displacement is close to correspond-

We present two approaches to this problem ing directly to the transverse component with
using data from two large earthquakes: the respect to the fault plane. As seen in fig. 1, the
1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake (Mw = 8.1) observed vertical displacement wave form is
and the 1992 Landers, Califomia earthquake characterized by a smooth camp reaching the
(Mw = 7.4). ln bath cases, we compare syn- static value. The wave form expected from a
thetic seismograms, computed in flat layered crack model and a dislocation model are differ-
media for different rupture models, with ob- ent since the singularities of slip velocity at the
served ground motions. ln a layered medium, rupture front are different for the two models
Green's function may be computed very accu- (Aki and Richards, 1980). We used numerical
rately. ln the following, we use a discrete wave modeling to test if a difference can be seen in
number representation (Bouchon, 1981) com- the configuration corresponding to the record
bined with the reflection-transmission matrix at Caleta de Campos. We built up a homoge-
method (Kennett, 1983) to compute theoretical neous dislocation model with a camp function.
Green's functions. The extended sources are
represented by arrays of point sources whose
distance is legs than one sixth of the smallest
wavelength.

~ J~==~~:= UP . WEST

2. The 1985 Mlchoacan earthquake ~ ===/""""~~---'-~--~~
On September 19, 1985, a large subduction ~ 1earthquake occurred beneath the Mexican ~ 100 cm

states of Michoacan and Guerrero. This earth- 3ï - --"\\C_-~
quake produced huge damage in Mexico City, ë
about 350 km away from the epicenter. This NORTH

disaster was due to the large amplification of 2
to 4 s period waves by the sediments and the
clay of the Mexico City Valley (e.g. Sanchez- 0 1
Sesma et al., 1988). Ripples with a period T-To(sec)

around ~ s superimposed on the long p~riod Fig. 1. Displacement records observed during the
source slg?als. can be seen. on local, reglonal great Michoacan earthquake at the station Caleta de
and teleselsIDIC records (Smgh et al., 1990; Campos located close to the epicenter and just
Campillo et al., 1989). These ripples were above the fault zone (after Anderson et al., 1986).
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The rise time was chosen to be 4 s. The self similar crack model whose rupture velocity
similar crack is a good approximation of a fi- changes. ln this case the complexity of the
nite crack until the rupture stops, as shown by ground motion is entirely due to the kinematics
Madariaga (1976). To model the passing of the of the rupture front while the slip distribution
edge of the crack below the station, we set up a is the Salle as for a constant velocity crack. ln
model depicted in fig. 2a, in which the slip dis- fig. 3, we present the synthetic velocities ob-
tribution at each time is the one of a self simi- tained for three different kinematics of the rup-
lar circular crack. The center of the self similar ture front together with the observed vertical
crack is moving from the hypocenter to its fi- displacement at Caleta de Campos. The traces
naI position when the crack stops. This model exhibit a complexity that is the image of the
is useful only because the discontinuity of slip kinematics of the rupture front. ln particular,
velocity at the tip is the one of a crack. Both the synthetics show the presence of ripples
models have a sei smic moment equaI to the similar to the ones on the observed record.
one of the flfSt subevent obtained from tele- Therefore, changes in the rupture velocity of a
seismic records by Houston and Kanamori large crack is a possible explanation for the
(1986). The source-receiver configurations are complexity of the wave forms.
shown as surface view in fig. 2a together with ln conclusion, the displacement recorded at
the slip aIong the fault for the crack model. ln CaIeta de Campos, i.e. just above the rupture,
the two models the rupture front propagates at requîtes that the rupture developed as a large
a constant velocity equaI to 75% of the shear crack. This means, in terms of rupture physics,
wave velocity. Figure 2b shows the synthetic that the process involves interactions over a
displacements obtained for the two models at large area. The complexity of the observed
the locations indicated in fig. 2a. As suspected, seismograms at a shorter period is not in con-
the displacement produced by the dislocation tradiction with this first conclusion since insta-
model is very different from that of the crack bilities in the growth of a large crack, such as
model. The dislocation model implies an over- rupture velocity jumps, produce wave forms
shoot that is not present in the data. On the similar to the observed ones. The use of the
contrary, a model of crack growth shows the shape of transverse displacement is restricted
characteristics observed at CaIeta de Campos. by the fact that the double integration of the
This means that at least the first part of the accelerograms may not be as robust as the
rupture process behaves as the growth of a standard processing leading to band-passed ve-
large smooth crack. A similar conclusion was locities. Nevertheless, it provides a «direct»
proposed by Yomogida (1988). This approach view of the phenomenon that cannot be
to anaIyze the slip function at the crack tip is achieved with inversion techniql,les that rely on
limited to the cases where the integration of remote records that are strongly affected by
the accelerograms is sufficiently accurate to re- propagation. ln the following, we shaIl present
trieve the static displacements and when the the use of an inversion technique to investigate
station is weIl located to record the passing of the source process of a large earthquake.
the rupture front.

Our conclusIon that the flfSt part of the rup-
ture developed as a large crack may seem to 3. The 1992 Landers, California
contradict our previous statement that rupture earthquake: a direct approach
complexity might have occurred to explain the
existence of the 3 second period ripples. If the The Landers earthquake of June 28, 1992
crack-like rupture required by the displacement produced large surface offsets in the Mojave
records ruled out the hypothesis of a large het- . Desert. These surface traces indicate at least

erogeneity of the slip on this part of the fault, it two major directions of faulting (fig. 4). Ac-
does not preclude a complexity of the history cording to these observations we built up a
of the development of the crack. ln order to preliminary rupture model (Campillo and
check this hypothesis, we considered a self Archuleta, 1993) that we constrained with the
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Fig. 2a,b. a) Source models used for computing synthetic seismograms: dislocation model (left) and crack
model (right). The lines indicate the position of the rupture front at equal lime intervals. The arrows N and g
denote the direction of the noi'th and of the slip. The crosses show the locations of the receivers at the earth
surface. This figure shows the slip on the fault at equal lime intervals for the crack model. b) Synthetic vertical
displacements computed from these two models (adapted from Campino et al., 1989).
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Fig. 3. (a) Vertical ground velocity recorded at Caleta de Campos, (b), (c) and (d) synthetic ground velocities
computed for a crack model with variable rupture velocity. The time dependance is shawn on the right side of
each synthetic (after Campillo et al., 1989).

displacement records obtained at the TERRA- account the superficiallow velocity layer. Us-
scope stations PAS, SVD, PFO and GSC. We ing a simple model characterized by a very
consider a fault model that consists of two seg- small number of parameters we obtain a satis-
ments. We assumed a uniform slip and a uni- factory agreement between the synthetics and
form rupture velocity (fig. 5) on each segment. the observations (fig. 6). ln this case we assume a
The synthetics are computed in a crustal struc- dislocation model, that is on each point of the
ture (table 1) derived from the model proposed fault segment the slip function is a ramp function
for Southem California by Kanamori and with a constant final slip. The rise rime and final
Hadley (1975). The presence of dispersed Love slip are 4 s and 3.5 m for the first segment and
waves on certain records requires taking into 4 s and 5.2 m for the second segment. ln this
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1992 Southem Califomia Earthquake Sequences
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Fig. 4. Mapped surface ground rupture of the Landers earthquake (heavy lines). The stars indicate the epicen-
leTS of the Landers and Big Bear earthquakes white the circles represent the locations of the aftershocks.

model, there is a delay of 1 s between the end of is the upper bound of what can be expected from
the rupture on the first segment and the initiation further more detailed smilles. Large number of
of the rupture on the second one. This test indi- records were obtained in the epicentral region
cales the accuracy of the numerical modeling. during the Landers earthquake which is probably
The rnisfit between simulation and observation the best case to achieve an inversion of the rup-
obtained here with a small number of parameters ture process.
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Table 1. CrustaI structure used incalculation ofGreen's function.
,:

Depth (km) Vp (km/s) Vs .(km/s) Density (g/cm3) Qp Qs

0.0 4.1 2.3 2.5 300 300

2.0 5.5 3.2 2.8 500 500

4.0 6.3 3.65 2.9 500 500

26.0 6.8 3.9 3.1 500 500

32.0 8,2 4.7 3.2 500 500
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Fig. 6. Comparison between observed displacements (solid lines) and synthetics (dashed lines) (after
Campill0 and Archuleta. 1993).
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4. The 1992 Landers, California the layered velocity model described in table 1,
earthquake: an inverse approach using the discrete wave number integration

method (Bouchon, 1981) associated with the
4.1. Parameterization of a complex reflection transmission matrix method (Ken-

faulting model nett, 1983). ln this study the distance between
2 point sources is 500 m.

ln order to obtain a more detailed model of Therefore, assuming on each subfault a con-
the rupture process, we used a linearized inver- stant focal mechanism and rupture-velocity,
sion of the seismograms in the frequency do- Vi«(O) can be considered a function of slip(k),
main (Cotton and Campillo, 1995). ln this pro- t(k) and R(k) if a functional form of the slip
cedure we divide the fault plane into small function is prescribed (in the following section
rectangular regions of equal area called sub- the influence of this function will be dis-
tallits in the following. Each subfault is al- cussed).
lowed to slip once. With this parameterization,
the ground motion (V) at a given station i and
a given frequency ro can be represented as a .
linear SUffi of n subfault contributions, each ap- 4.2. InversIon procedure
propriately delayed in time to account for front
propagation. The parameter vector p and data vector d

are related by the function model vector f as
n d = f(p). ln the sections 4.3. and 4.4., the value

V.« (O\ = ~ slip (k\ exp-i(J) 1 (k) U .«(0\ S (R (0\ of the rise time is fixed and the vector p con-
1 ~ "-- ~ kl ~ k (k)"~ . f 1. (k) d (k) hi h . k= 1 SIStS 0 s lp an t w c appear m eq.

(4.1) (4.1). ln section 4.5. the value of the rise time
is determined through the inversion procedure

where Uki represents the ground motion for a andp consists of~(k), slip (k) and t(k). The el-
unit constant slip on the subfault k with a given e~ents of d conslst of complex ~-component
source mechanism, ro is the angular frequency. dlsplacement spectra tram ail sta~ons of table
Slip (k), t (k) and Sk are the slip, the rupture II. We used ~e data tram 1~ statIons: 4 TER-
time and the source function of the k-th sub- RAscope statIons (Kanamon et al., 1992), 7
fault depending on a single variable: the rise CSMIP ac:eleromete~s (CSMIP, 1992) and
time R (k). This simple parameterization limits Lucerne EdIson Electrlc Company accelerome-
the number of parameters of the model with re- ter. The accelerograms are bandpas.s filtered
spect to the frequency domain technique pro- ?etween 20 .s and 2.~ s then do.ubly l~tegrat~d
posed by OIson and Anderson (1988). m the Founer domam t? obtmn partlcle dlS-

From a practical point of view, each sub- placements. The synthetIcs shawn later were
fault is represented by an array of point filtered in the Saille way. Synthetic and ob-
sources separated by a distance of legs than served wave forms are shawn in absolute time.
one sixth of the shortest wavelength. The sub- Since there is no absolute time available for
fault contributions Uki are obtained by sum- Lucerne station, the records are not used in this
ming the response of these point sources ap- inversion. Nevertheless, the fit between the
propriately delayed in time to include the synthetics and observed waveshapes at this sta-
travel-time difference due to the propagation of tion is shawn.
the rupture front across each subfault. A local The f function is a non-linear function of
rupture velocity is therefore assumed for the t(k) and R(k). If we assume an initial parame-
integration on a subfault. This local rupture ve- ter vector Po, we can obtain the iterative solu-
locity will not be changed in the inversion pro- tion Pk by linearization of f around Po at the
cess. We therefore assumed also that the rup- first iteration and around Pk-l at each subse-
ture was unilateral during the earthquake. The quent iteration k. Using the observed data vec-
point-source Green functions are calculated for tor do and an inversion algorithm based on the
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Table fi. Statio~, ".,t1f',i", .' 1é'"

number
,..,' :4

Goldstone TERRAscope GSC 35.30 -116.804

Pasadena TERRAscope PAS 34.148 -118.172

Seven Oak Dam TERRAscope SVD 34.104 -117.10

Pinyon Flat Obs. TERRAscope PFO 36.169 -121.378

Amboy CSMlP AMB 34.560 -115.74 21081

Barstow CSMlP BAR 34.887 -117.047 23559

Baker CSMlP BAK 35.272 ~116.07 32075
DesertHotSpring CSMlP . HOT 33.962 -116.509 12149

Fort Irwing CSMlP FOR 35.268 -116.68 24577

Joshua Tree CSMlP JOS 34.131 -116.314 22170

Lucerne Edison LUC i, 34.558 116.612
.. -.

. Q~

work by Tarantola and Valette (1982), Pk+l is tioned by Hartzell (1989) the estimation of a

given by: priori variances in strong-motion inversion is

- not easy. ln the inversion described in sections
Pk+ 1 - 4.4 and 4.5 we give a greater weight to the

= Pk+ b(AiCi1Ak+ C-l
) -1 (A~Ci1(do- f(pJ) + C-1(po- pJ ) TERRAsco~ stations w~ich hav.e .acquisition

P P systems of higher dynamlcs by glvmg smaller

(4.2) variances (Cd = 0.25) to those stations com-

Here A is the Jacobian matrix ofj(P ) (the ij th pared to the others (Cd = 1.0). The final results
e1emen~ of A is k are comparable to those presented in this paper

k if the same value of Cd is assumed for aIl the

dfi (Pk) stations. According to Spudich and Frazer

aTT' (1984) the slip distribution is ~trongl~ depen-
Pk J dent on the rupture-front velocrty. This effect

b is a damping constant between 0 and 1 used ~s clea:l~ sho~n by Cohee and Beroza (1.994)

to prevent divergence, and Cp and Cd are the m th~lf l~ve~slo~ of Landers. stro~g motIons:

covariance matrices for P and d. Because a the slIp dIStrlbU~I?nS found Wlth different rup-

functional form of the slip is assumed, all ture front :eloclues. between 2.2 :and 3.2 km/s

derivatives are evaluated analyticaIly. Since are very dIfferent. Smce the most Important pa-

this problem is intrinsically non-linear the final rameter to reproduce is the time at which each

results depend on the starting model chosen a point ruptures, we chose to give the rupture

priori. ln the following, 60 frequencies are time a greater weight in the inversion than ei-

used. The inversion converges in about 100 it- ther the slip or the rise time of each subfault.

erations (with a damping factor b equal to 0.1). We then assume values of smaller a priori vari-
The process is stopped when the decrease of ances for the rise time and the slip (Cp = 81.0)

the misfit function is legs than 0.2% from one than for the time of rupture of each subfault
iteration to the next. We assume that off-diago- (Cp = 169.0). Like Fukuyama and lrikura (1986),

nal e1ement of Cd and Cp are equal to O. The Fukuyama and Mikumo (1993) these diagonal

diagonal elements of Cd and Cp are given by values of Cp and Cd were found after several in-

the data and parameter variances. As men- version tests to find the best convergence.
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The observed and synthetic amplitude spec- compare the relative resolution of different
tra at each station are equally normalized by parts of the fault or to compare results obtained
the maximum observed amplitude spectra of with different starting models but the SaIne a
the three components. This means that, for ex- priori variances. One can note the absence of
ample, the weight given to each station in our positivity constraint in our inversion. This ab-
inversion is independent of the distance of the sence of positivity constraints allows a resolu-
station. Indeed, the directivity effect and decay tion analysis to be performed which is impor-
with distance remain present in our proposed tant in strong motion inversions.
physical model.

4.4. Importance of the a priori slip function
4.3. Quality of the solution: analysis

of error and resolution AlI considerations about the value of the
. .. rise time must take into account the specific

The fit to the data at each rteration k IS eval- fonction used to describe the slip. To test the
uated using'the misfit fonction S (Tarantola importance of this factor, we considered three
and Valette, 1982): different fonctions acceptable to represent the

slip history. As a first stage, we tried to invert
S(pJ = the slip distribution and the rupture time of

l "c , each subfault using the TERRAscope records
= 1 [(f(pJ-do)'Cil(f(pJ-do) + (Pk-POYC;I(Pk-PO)] only and a simple model of the fault. We as-

sumed a given value of the rise time on each
(4.3) subfault and we inverted for slip and rupture

. time of 16 subfaults 5 km long and extending
Followmg Cohee and Beroza (1994), we in depth from 1 km to 16 km. ln the following

also evaluate the variance reduction between inversions, the misfit in the frequency domain
theoretical and observed seismograms defined is reduced by a factor of 3 with respect to the
as simple model proposed by Campillo and

Archuleta (1993).
(do - f<p~»t Ci1(do - f<P~» We present these three fonctions in fig. 7a,b

.,10'2 = 1 - t -1 (4.4) together with the Fourier spectra of their
dO Cd do. derivatives in the frequency band selected for

filtering our displacement data. Although the
The resolution matrix Res illustrates how fonction used in those inversions are roughly

weIl the inverse problem cao be solved with similar, their spectra show significant differ-
our data. ences in the frequency range relevant to the

ground displacement modeling. As a test, we
Res = (Ar..Ci1A~ + C;l)-1 Ar..Ci1A~ (4.5) performed the inversion of the slip and rupture

time distributions assuming a rise time of 3 s
The farther the resolution operator is from with the three different slip fonctions. The re-
identity, the worse the resolution is. If the di- sults are shown in fig. 8. The different slip
agonal element of the resolution matrix corre- fonctions lead to different absolute values of
sponding to a parameter is equal to 1, the pa- the slip while the relative distributions are
raItteter is perfectly resolved by the data set. quite similar. A simple explanation of this de-
The trace (sum of the diagonal elements) of pendence is the fact that the far-field seismic
Res indicates the number of parameters effec- radiation is proportional to the derivative of the
tively resolved by the data. The values of the slip fonction. ln spite of the complex configu-
resolution are dependent on the a priori choice ration of this problem (the vicinity of an ex-
of Cp and Cd, For this reason, the resolution tended source), the dependence of the displace-
matrix in this study is used in a relative way to ment on the slip velocity remains visible. To
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Fig. 7a,b. a) Slip functions used in this study with a rise lime equal to 3 s. For a given rise lime R the an-
, alytical forms of those functions represented with a solid, dotted and dashed line are respectively

S(t) = 1/2[1 +tanh(t+R/2.0)*R/2.0)]; S(t) =H(t)(I-exp(-2*,)IR) (where H(t) is the Heaviside step func-
lion) and a ramp function. b) Spectra of the derivatives of the 3 slip functions depicted in (a).
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Fig. 8. This figure shows the slip distribution obtained by inversion of the TERRAscope data with the a priori
slip functions shown in fig. 7a,b.. ln this inversion procedure, the fault has been divided into 16 subfaults. Each
subfault is 5 km long and 15 km large. The curves we show are given by the interpolations of the 16 values
obtained through the inversion.

give a simple quantitative consideration, we of the slip and rupture time with different rise
computed the integral of the slip velocity func- times between 1 and 5 s. ln those inversions
tion spectra in the frequency range relevant to the rise time is constant during the inversion
our inversion. The values for the three functions procedure. We inverted for a more complex
considered are indicated in fig. 7b. The largest mode} with 48 subfaults as described in fig. 9.
slip distribution is obtained when using the slip The location of the stations used in this study
function associated with the smallest velocity is shawn in fig. 10. A rise time of 3..0 s leads
spectrum integral. ln the following paragraph, we to the smallest rnisfit (fig. Il). Values of 3.5 or
chose to use the function corresponding to the 4.0 s give sirnilar rnisfit. On the opposite val-
smooth rarnp (denoted by a dotted line on the ues of 1.0, 2.0 or 5.0 s give significantly greater
figures). This function leads to inversion results rnisfit. Since different a priori values of the rise
that are closer to the field observations than the time give different slip distribution, it is impor-
other two tested functions. tant to check the value of the corresponding

seisrnic moment. The seisrnic moment is
known from other studies (fig. Il) to be

4:5. Test on the rise time between 0.8* 1020 N-m and 1.1 * 1020 N-m
(Kanamori et al., 1992; Sieh et al., 1993; Mur-

ln order to specify the possible values of the ray et al., 1993; Freymueller et al., 1994). Fig-
rise time, we performed a series of inversions ure Il also shows the moment obtained from
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0 Homestead Valley Fault (strike N 331)

~ Emerson and Camp Rock Fault (strike N 322)
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depth, km
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~ .
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Fig. 9. Fault parameterization used in the inversion of strong motion records. The fault is divided into 48 sub-
faults for which the model parameters (strike-slip, rupture time and rise time) are inverted. The epicenter de-
rmes the coordinate origin and is marked by a star.

our inversion with different rise rimes. The 4.6. Simultaneous inversion of the rise time
moment corresponding to the smallest rnisfit is
smaller than the values deduced from long pe- We introduce DOW the local rise rime as a
riod studies. To male a better agreement be- parameter to be evaluated directly through the
tweeD the two evaluations of the moment, we inversion of the records. The value of the rise
ought to use an even larger rise time in this rime chosen in our starting model is 4 s. The
model. On the contrary, a small rise rime value influence of this a priori value on the final re-
would lead to a larger gap between the two suIt of our inversion will be discussed in the
evaluations of the moment. It is important to following.
notice that the choice of one of the two other Figure l2a gives the maps of rupture time,
slip fonctions described in fig. 8 (dashed line slip and rise rime obtained by interpolation of
and solid line) would have required an even the results of the inversion. Since our inversion
larger rise rime to agree with the known seis- is performed in the frequency domain, the
rnic moment. modulus of the synthetic and data spectra of all
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the stations are shawn in fig. 12b. To present a velocities. The most striking feature is that rup-
usual view of the actual fit, the corresponding ture velocity varies strongly with position on
observed and synthetic time-histories are the fault. We showed in Cotton and Campillo
shawn in fig. l2c. The data are the solid lines (1995) that where the slip is large (over the
and the synthetics are plotted as dashed lines at first 10 km from the epicenter of the Johnson
the same scale. For bath models, the horizontal Valley fault at depth, avec the Homestead Val-
components of the TERRAscope stations ley fault between 25 and 40 km and avec the
(PFO, PAS, SVD and GSC) are very well top of the Camp Rock fault between 45 and 50
matched bath in amplitude and shape. The km near the surface) the rupture front velocity
other horizontal components and even the is well constrained and near 3.0 km/s.
Lucerne station which is Dot considered in our The total moment of our model is 0.9*1020
inversion, fit pretty well. Each component is N-m which is in good agreement with other es-
weighted proportionally to the maximum of the timates. Significant slip occurred on aIl three
spectra of the three components, so the small segments. The Johnson Valley fault bas about
amplitude vertical components show the small- 20% of the total moment, the Homestead Val-
est variance reduction. ley fault 50% and the Emerson-Camp Rock

As mentioned above, a strong tracte-off is fault 30%. Near the hypocenter, in the first part
expected between the rupture front velocity of the Johnson Valley fault, the slip occurred at
and the slip distribution and our model was al- depth. Most of the energy. radiated by the
lowed to have strong variations of rupture front earthquake cornes from the Homestead Valley

GSœ
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E 100
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()
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-100

-200 -100 0 100

distance tram epicenter, km
Fig. 10. Locations of the seismic stations used in this study. The stations are listed in table II. The solid line
represents the surface projection of the fault model.
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â Dziewonski el al. (1993). Kanamori el al. (1992)

+ Murray el al. (1993)
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11 $ â 11

10 10
C/)
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variance reduction, %

Fig. Il. Misfit and moment deduced from the rupture models computed with different rise times (in boxes)
between 2 s and 6 s (Ieft). Moment estimations (right) given by geological studies (Sieh et al., 1993), geodesi-
cal studies (Freymueller et al., 1994; Murray et al., 1993) and long period wave studies (Kanamori, 1992;
Dziewonski, 1993).

fault which is situated between 20 and 40 km Valley fault and Camp Rock fault. ln these re-
from the epicenter. The Homestead Valley gions of high moment release, most of the
fault is the only part of the fault where the slip values of the rise lime are between 3.0 and
occurred on the entire width of the fault. Slip is 4.0 s.
important on the Camp Rock fault, but in this Since our inversion is non linear, we have
part of tbe fault, the rupture is shallower. ta test the influence of the choice of the rise

An important feature of our inversion lime in the starting model on our final results.
method is that the rise lime on each subfault is We already noticed that values of rise lime of
directly inverted. The rise lime distribution is about 3-4 s lead ta realistic values of the seis-
heterogeneous. The rise lime is larger (more mic moment. Nevertheless, it is important ta
than 4 s) near the hypocenter and along the check if the inversion of our data alone gives a
Johnson Valley fault than on the Homestead strong constraint on the value of the rise lime.
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We performed a series of inversions with ini- priori value of the rise rime gives the final
tial values of the rise rime between 1 s and 5 s. value in the regions of low slip where the reso-
The results obtained are summarized in table lution is weak. This test shows that the value
III where the final mean value of the rise rime of the rise rime is clearly constrained in a re-
on the zones of high moment release are given. gion of high slip by the data used in this
When considering a priori low values as 1 s or study.
2 s, the inversion converges.to larger final val- The distance over which rupture is occur-
ues close to 3 s. On the contrary, when consid- ring simultaneously is given by the product of
ering a priori values of 4 s or 5 s, the inversion rupture velocity by rise rime. According to our
tends to decrease the rise time. lndeed, the a results, this distance is at least 9 kilometers (if

rise lime, s
-1

~ -6 4.0

1-5 3.0

p.~ -11 20
"0 -16 1.0 @iR~ili1

70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10

distance from epicenter, km

slip, m
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] -6 5.0
1of!; 40

ft' -11 3.0

"0 2.0 .
. ..1.0 j»""""'

-16 *~;!;;~~*,t1

70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10

distance from epicenter, km

time rupture, s
-1 19.0

17.0

] -6 15.0. 13.0
-5 11.0

ft' -11 9.0
"0 7.0

-16 5.0 ~
3.0 Oô
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Fig. 12a. Maps of rupture time, slip and rise time obtained by interpolation of the inversion results. The 2s

contours are plotted on the map of rupture time to show the evolution of the rupture front.
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Fig. 12b. Modulus of the observed spectra (solid line) and synthetic spectra (dashed). The maximum in ms of

each data amplitude spectrlim is shown to the right of each pair. ln each case synthetics and observations are

plotted at the same scale.
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T~ble ~. F~nal mean v.a1u.es of the rise time ob- the field (Sieh et al., 1993) and the surface slip
tained Wlth different a pnon values. inferred from our inversion. The agreement is

lniti ' al ' ti. M . ti. t th surprisingly good owing to the fact that our
nse me on ean nse- me a e. .

each subfault (s) end of the inversion values are mtegrated over 5 km. Geodeuc anal-
(subfaults with ysis indicates that in the northern end of the

i i!'; J; slip> 3.0 m) r fault, the slip occurred essen~ally near the sur-
è ,.;t ( i. face (Bock et al., 1992; Blewltt et al., 1992). A

1.0 " 2.74 sirnilar pattern can be seen in our results. We

2.0 2.62 found that the fault extends in depth south of
3.0 ,2.83 the epicenter. The study of guided waves

! trapped in the fault zone of Li et al. (1994)
4.0 3.37 leads to a sirnilar conclusion. Inversions of 10-

~ 5.0 4.01 cal, teleseisrnic data or even geodetic data have
been performed by Cohee and Beroza (1994)
or Wald and Heaton (1994). Most of the differ-
ences between all the proposed models occur

we consider a mean velocity of 3.0 km/s on the on the Johnson Valley fault and the adjacent
region of high slip release as seen above). The section of the Homestead Valley fault. On the
regions of high slip (sub-events) have charac- other band, a common characteristic of all the
teristic dimensions between 10 and 20 kilome- models is a high moment release on the Home-
leTS which is 50% to 100% of the typical dis- stead Valley fault and a shallow rupture on the
tance on which the rupture is developing. One Camp Rock fault. A possible explanation for
can note that the rise lime is larger in the those discrepancies is the spatial variation of
hypocentral area. the resolution of those three different inver-

sions. For example, our inversion shows a low
resolution at depth for the Johnson Valley

4.7. Control of our results: resolution analysis fault.
and comparison with other observations

Resolution of the inversion is shown in 4.8. Comparison with other inversions
fig. 13. This resolution map gives us an idea of of the rise time
the regions of the fault where our inversion is
weIl constrained by the data. The rise lime res- Dislocation rise lime is one of the most dif-
olution is poor on the Johnson Valley fault. On ficult parameters to extract from the data. As
the other band, the resolution is good in the re- demonstrated above, the consideration of this
gion of high slip. ln these regions of high mo- parameter bas to take into account the fit to the
ment release the mean value of the rise lime data but also the respect for the total moment.
ranges between 3.0 and 4.0 s. The same feature This point was already noted by Hartzell and
was found by Wald and Heaton (1994) who Mendoza in their study of the 1978 Tabas, Iran,
mention a duration in the order of 4 s in the re- earthquake (1991). He compared a short (0.7 s)
gions of high slip (near 30-35 km at rnid-depth simple triangular source-lime function with a
and for the shallow slip peak at about 40-50 modified Kostrov function with a duration of
km along the strike). Nevertheless they found a 2.9 s. Although the wave forms used in this in-
smaller value of the rise lime (2 s) in other version cannot resolve between these two lime
parts of the fault where our inversion shows a functions, the function with longer rise lime
poor resolution. gives a moment estimate and maximum fault

Our source model shows a good agreement displacement more consistent with long period
with those resulting from other studies. We surface waves and' field observations (table
present in fig. 14 the distribution of slip at the IV). Another important point is the spatial vari-
surface measured directly by the geologists in ation of the rise lime. Hartzell and Heaton
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Fig. 13. Maps of rise time, slip and rupture time resolution. These mars are obtained by interpolation of the
resolution matrix diagonal value calculated for each inverted parameter. Since those values depend on the
choice of the a priori variance of each parameter, these mars are used for relative comparisons of the resolu-
tion in different parts of the fault.

(1983) showed that inversions that assume lions of the source lime function along the
constant rupture velocity and rise lime can lead fault plane. Different procedures have been
to taIse results with slip patterns around the used to include the rise lime as a Cree parame-
hypocenter and low total moment. ln recent ter in the inversion:
years, several smilles have tried to specify the
values of this parameter through inversion pro- - The tirst approach is a discretization of
cedures which allow signiticant spatial varia- the total rupture duration of each subfault
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Fig. 14. Comparison of fault slip solutions for the subfaults situated at the top of the fault and the mapped
surface slip.

(Hartzell and Heaton, 1983, 1986; Wald et al., tional time interval added to the discretized
1990, 1991; Hartzell and Mendoza, 1991; rise time. ln earlier studies using this time win-
Hartzell and Langer, 1993; Mendoza et al., dow parameterization (Hartzell and Heaton,
1994; Wald and Heaton, 1994). An elementary 1983, 1986; Wald et al., 1990, 1991) three time
source-time function is used for each discrete windows were employed. With the improve-
rupture interval of each subfault. Each subfault ment of computational capabilities the number
is allowed to slip several times, allowing the of time windows bas increased (14 in Mendoza
possibility of a longer slip duration. ln this et al., 1994) and more freedom bas been given
way, general rise time functions can be con- to the rise time and the rupture velocity.
structed that vary as a function of the position - The frequency domain inversion method
on the fault. ln this procedure, a maximum of OIson and Anderson (1988) and Mendez
rupture velocity needs to be chosen that gives et al. (1990) was used to study the Michoacan
the earliest possible time at which any point on earthquake (Mendez and Anderson, 1991).
the fault ma y fail, the subfault is required to This approach places no a priori restrictions on
fail within the allowed time window (which the source rise time or rupture velocity. How-
also gives the maximum rise time) and the ever, good data coverage is required to obtain a
number of unknowns increases with each addi- stable solution (OIson and Anderson, 1988).
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Table IV. Rupture P
" ,.-

Earthquake Moment 1 V; '.: 21. Type of Rise time Ri~e Reference
(1025 km km km krills W- the data round by... time (s)dyne-cm) r used mean
LP' high
/NVb slip

region,
3/3/85 1200 220 90 50 3.0 Il.1 NFc multiple 14 Mendoza et al.

(Mw = 8.0) /500 TELd windowing (1994)
Central Chile

15/9n8 150 90 40 12 2.5 3.2 NF trial error (no 0.7 Hartzell and
(Ma = 7.4) 52 TEL spatial variation Mendoza (1991)
Tabas, Iran allowed)

15/9n8 150 90 24 12 2.5 3.2 NF trial error (no 2.9 Hartzell and
(Ma = 7.4) /30 TEL spatial variation Mendoza (1991)
Tabas, Iran allowed)

3/10n4 1500 250 100 50 3.0 Il.1 TEL multiple 18.0 Hartzell and
(Mw = 8.0) /500 windowing Langer (1993)

Peru

9/11n4 40 20 10 3.0 2.22 TEL multiple 2.0 Hartzell and
(Ma = 7.1) 63 windowing Langer (1993)

Peru

24/11/87 7.2 20 5 7 2.4 1.9 NF multiple 1.0 Wald et al.
(Ma = 6.6) 4.8 windowing (1990)

Superstition
Hill

19/9/85 1100 170 80 50 2.8 11.9 NF frequency domain 8.0 Mendez and
(Mw = 8.0) 1/00 inversion (Mendez Anderson (1991)
Michoacan et al., 1990)

18/10/89 20-34e 47 18 10 3.0 2.22 NF trial-error 1.0 Steidl et al.
(Ma = 7.1) 35 (no spatial (1991)

Loma Prieta variation allowed)

18/10/89 20-34e 40 20 10 2.7 2.46 NF multiple 1.0< Wald et al.
(Ma = 7.1) 30 TEL windowing (1991)

Loma Prieta

20/02/90 19 14 7 2.5? 1.86 NF calculated from the 7.0 Fukuyama and
(Mjma = 6.5) 4.0 slip functions Mikumo
Izu-Oshima, round by the (1993)

Japan dynamic inversion

28/06/92 110 70 15 15 2.7 3.7 NF multiple 2.0 Wald and
(Ma = 7.3) 70 TEL windowing 4.0 Heaton (1994)
Landers

28/06/92 110 70 15 15 3.0 3.33 NF directly round 3.5 Cotton and
(Ma = 7.3) 90 through the Campillo
Landers inversion (1994)

. Moment estirnated with long period study; b moment calculated from the slip distribution deduced from the inversion;
c near-field data; d teleseismic data; e for a review see Wald et al., 1994.
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- Another approach was proposed by cal asperity. Those recent results, together with
Fukuyama and Mikumo (1993): a waveform our study of the Landers earthquake indicate
inversion bas been applied to strong motion that the rise time could be of the SaIne order as
data using a dynamic shear crack model. The what we expected from the breakage of an as-
slip time fonction at each subfault bas been cal- perity.
culated from the final dynamic rupture model.
From these slip fonctions, they calculate the rise
times which are defined as the time until the slip 5. Conclusions
reaches 95% of the [mal slip.

- ln this paper, the value of the rise time is The example of the Michoacan earthquake
directly evaluated through an inversion proce- shows that a crack type model is in this case
dure performed in the frequency domain. more appropriate than a dislocation model to
Strong spatial variations are allowed and the de scribe the displacement record just above the
number of unknowns is limited by specifying fault. We also showed that this point is not in
the a priori form of the slip fonction. contradiction with the tàct that the faulting ap-

pears to be a complex process. We attributed
ln table IV we present the results of all this complexity to instabilities in crack

those inversions. Following Heaton (1990), we growth.
give for each inversion a rise time derived The Landers earthquake was recorded by
from this inversion (mean rise time or rise time numerous stations with an acceptable az-
in region of high moment release) and rise imuthal coverage. Therefore we used an inver-
times that would be expected if the durarion of sion process to describe the slip history. Our fi-
the slip is comparable to the time required to nal results are in a good agreement with other
rupture the dominant asperity, in which case reliable observations. According to our resolu-
we would expect the dislocation rise rime to be tion analysis the rise time values seem to be
approximated by (Day, 1982; Heaton, 1990): constrained only in a region of high moment

release. ln those regions of high slip the mean
21a value of the rise time is between 3.0 and 4.0 s.T s ~ 3V The typical distance on which rupture is de-

r veloping simultaneously is given by the prod-

1 and V are the characteristic dimensions of uct of rupture velocity by rise rime. According
the domi~ant asperity and the mean rupture ve- !o our res?lts, this ~istance is around 10.0 ~
locity. The approximate rupture length 1 and m the reglons. of hi~h moment relea~e, that IS
the approximate rupture width w are also given roughly the dimensl~n of these r~gI0?s. The
and for each earthquake we try to give a com- large earthquake studi~d here COq~IStS m three
parison between the moment calculated from subevents. The an~ysls of the dis~lacemen.ts
the slip model deduced from the inversion and favors .the hypothesls. that the duration of slIp
the moment evaluated with long period studies. at a P?mt of the fault IS of th~ order °.r the rup-
We can note the very small duration (less than ture tlme of a subevent. This behavlor corr~-
1 s) of the rise rime found for the Loma Prieta ~ponds t? a crack. type proc~ss, as we defined It
earthquake (Steidl et al., 1991; Wald et al., m the mtroductlon of ~s pape:, f?r each
1991; Beroza, 1991). ln this case the rise lime subevent. However, the S~lp duratlon IS much
is much lower than the lime required to break smaller .that the total duration of theearthquake
the dominant asperity (2.5 s). On the contrary, as prevlously argued by Heaton (1990).

other studies with the SaIne inversion proce-
dure as the studies of the 1985, Central Chili, Acknowledgements
earthquake (Mendoza et al., 1994) or the 1974,
Peru, earthquake (Hartzell and Langer, 1993) We thank R. Archuleta, A. Mendez and P.
show long rise time (respectively 14 s and Spudich for their suggestions to improve this
18 s) consistent with the time to rupture the 10- work. The reviews by an anonymous reviewer
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